Polymorphisms in SP110 are not associated with pulmonary tuberculosis in Indonesians.
Despite being high transmissible, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) infection causes active disease in only 5-10% of disease-susceptible individuals. This has instigated interest in studying potentially underlying genetic host factors and mechanisms in tuberculosis (TB). The recent identification of the Intracellular pathogen resistance 1 (Ipr1) gene, which plays a major role in controlling M. tuberculosis susceptibility and infection severity in mice (Pan et al., 2005), has prompted studies on its human homolog; SP110 in humans. Association of SP110 SNPs with pulmonary TB were first reported in a study on West African families (Tosh et al., 2006). Subsequent attempts to replicate these findings in other populations, including another West African (Ghanaian) cohort (Thye et al., 2006), however, were unsuccessful. Here we have genotyped 20 SNPs located in the SP110 gene, including the previously TB associated variants; rs2114592 and rs3948464, for the first time in a South East Asian cohort from Indonesia. Our study did not reveal any statistically significant associations between SP110 SNPs and pulmonary TB. In addition, a meta-analysis of the two previously TB associated SNPs revealed that these are not associated with TB, further confirming the lack of convincing evidence for SP110 to be implicated in TB susceptibility, as yet in humans.